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Abstract
The MedView project aims at providing ways to formalize, store,
and subsequentionally computationally analyze clinical data, making
it more attractive for educatonal and research purposes. In our system,
we use the formalized data to have the system generate various medical documents, such as patient medical records, discharge summaries,
personalized patient information etc., using a generation context created by the user himself. This paper presents some of our experiences
when introducing this system to users at an oral medicine clinic in
Gothenburg. Furthermore, we will discuss the open-sourcing of our
text generation framework, allowing others to reuse and improve the
natural language generation used in our system.
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Introduction

In the area of Oral Medicine, large amounts of clinical data are gathered
every day from conducted oral examinations. Recording this data in the traditional paper-based manner presents problems when data is to be retrieved,
summarized, or in other ways processed or analyzed in a time-efficient manner. As time goes by, the vast amount of accumulated clinical data becomes
increasingly difficult to manage, and extracting information becomes cumbersome.
To counter this problem, the MedView project [1] has produced tools
and methods of formalizing examination data, and has resulted in a large
formalized knowledge base containing large amounts of examination data
along with associated digital images of the oral mucosa. This formalized
data can be used for several purposes, this paper discusses how to use the
data to generate various clinical documents, such as personalized patient
information leaflets, medical records and discharge summaries. We will also
discuss the recent open-sourcing and generalization of the text generation
subsystem, enabling others to re-use and improve on this part of the system.

Figure 1: The four major text generation components
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Materials and Methods

In the MedView system, we separate data input from data visualization [1].
During an examination, a clinician can thus focus on treating the patient
and gathering core examination data without worrying about how it is to
be presented later on. The examination data is then used to let the system
generate medical documents on request, which replaces the need for dictation
or for the clinicians to enter the text manually.

2.1

Generation Components

An idea saturating the entire development of the MedView system is user
customizability and flexibility, i.e. the end user should be able to - as far as
possible - customize the system so that it suits his or her personal preference.
In the context of text generation, this includes the style of the generated
medical documents, which can vary between clinicians. Thus, we have opted
for a system in which the clinicians themselves can customize the appearance
of the generated documents. For this to work, it is important that the
system is not too complicated to use, and that the text generation process
is understandable by a clinician.
Generation of clinical documents in our system is based on four major
components, as shown in Figure 1. The fourth component is an extension
of the general text generation framework discussed below, since it narrows
the context to the medical domain due to its inclusion of examination data:
1. a template,
2. a translator,

Figure 2: The feeder application used to enter instance data
3. a container of term-value mappings, and
4. an examination identifier.
The term-value mapping container contains the instance data, i.e. the core
data of an examination (instance) that you wish to present to the reader
of the generated document. A term is a concept which can have one or
more values. An example of a term-value mapping is ’BORN = Sweden’,
in which case the term ’BORN’ represents the concept of a patients country
of birth, for this instance having the value ’Sweden’. Input of examination
data is done in a feeder application, shown in Figure 2. During input, the
clinician is presented with the option to preview the generated document,
using a specified template and translator combination. The actual generation process consists of first processing and translating the atomic parts of
the formalized instance data, followed by insertion of the results of the first
step into the slots of the template.
The template is basically a text document, using a style and wording
appropriate for its intended reader. It contains slots in which specific instance data, after having been processed, is inserted at generation time.
Furthermore, the template is logically divided into sections, where each
section represents a cohesive concept which the user can choose to include
or exclude in the generated document. If the instance data does not contain

corresponding values for a slot in the template, the line containing the slot
is removed. Furthermore, certain values can trigger the removal of a line
containing a slot, as discussed below.
The translator is a container for value translations, introducing the possibility for multilingual text generation, as well as for being able to incline
the text towards various target readers based on the same instance data. For
instance, when preparing a personalized patient information leaflet, examination data needs to be expressed in laymans terms. Preparing a discharge
summary based on the same data can be expressed in terms understood by
a medical professional.
The examination identifier is a domain-specific extension of the general
text generation framework discussed below. It contains information about
the examination during which the instance data was gathered, such as examination date, duration, location, care provider, as well as various patient
information such as gender and age etc. Special terms exist whose values are
derived from the value of the current examination identifier, we call these
terms derived. For instance, the term ’Pcode(Gender)’ is a derived term,
with possible values ’He’ and ’She’. The translator contains translation
support for derived terms as well as the regular ones.

2.2

The Text Generation Framework

The text generation subsystem is comprised of two parts:
1. a general framework for text generation, currently in the process of
being open-sourced to allow others to re-use and expand the ideas
used in our project to their own context, and
2. specific implementations of parts of the framework to fit the context
being used at the clinic, which also serves as a practical example of
general framework extension.
The idea behind the general framework is that it should provide a solid base
from which specific domain specific extensions can be built on, and that applications should be able to use different implementations of the framework
interchangeably, thus enhancing the possibility to reuse the applications in
different domains. Furthermore, graphical components used to modify the
various parts of the framework are also in the process of being open-sourced,
providing developers with a wide array of tools which they can use and integrate into their specific contexts.
The framework is based on object-oriented design principles for creating
reusable components. A simplified view of the framework is shown in UML
in Figure 3, where the extension components are filled in gray. The general
framework revolves around the GeneratorEngine interface, which produces
the generated document. At its disposal it has a container of term-value

Figure 3: The general text generation framework with extensions

mappings, a template model and a translator model. These components are
built upon the engine by using a builder object. As can be seen in the figure,
the MedView system extends the builder object with one being able to also
build an examination identifier upon the engine.
The template model is comprised of section models, each containing a
number of slots where translated instance data can be inserted at generation. The generator engine takes as input the sections to include in the
generated document, allowing different parts of the template to be included
or excluded. Furthermore, a wide array of text processing utilities exist, as
well as support for derived terms (explained above), i.e. terms whose values
depend on the values of other terms.
The translator model is comprised of translation models for specific
terms, each such model contains a number of translations for each value the
represented term can obtain. The translation of a value can contain macros
expanded at generation, and it is easy to expand the framework to include
more macros if needed. Examples of some generally included macros are ’ ?’
indicating a placeholder for the instance value, and ’NOLINE’ indicating
that the value should cause the line containing the slot to be completely
removed.

Each translation model representing a term can be of a certain type,
indicating what kind of values the term can obtain. The general framework
supports three types, namely:
1. terms that can obtain one value, for instance ’BORN’,
2. terms that can obtain several values, for instance ’CURRENT-MEDICATIONS’,
and
3. terms that obtain a numerical value within an interval, for instance
VAS-scales.
Since the translation models are created in an implementation of a factory
interface, additional term types can easily be added by either implementing
the interface from scratch or extending the sample implementation used in
the MedView system. If additional functionality needs to be included, its
easy to just extend the default models of the framework, such has been done
in the MedView extension.
The described model framework is currently in the process of being opensourced, and further work will be done to open-source higher-level GUI
components utilizing the framework, providing developers with even more
ready-to-use components which they can use or adapt in their own context.
Figure 4 shows the application used in the MedView system to work with
templates and translators, containing various pluggable components that
are to be open-sourced.
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Results

The text generation system, as described, has been in use at the clinic
for several years now, and has been used to generate thousands of clinical
documents. The generated documents have been printed and used as patient
medical journals. Numerous enhancements have been since the system was
first introduced, such as the possibility to insert images, obtaining a true
WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) display of the documents before
print, text processing improvements etc. The quality of the generated text
is deemed sufficient and is, as previously stated, in actual use for the daily
work at the clinic. This said, there has been occasions where clinicians have
wished for higher quality of the generated text.
Stylistic variance is also something clearly desired among the clinicians,
and due to the large size of the templates and translators being created,
a template is not being created for each clinician but rather for an entire
clinic. Thus, the style of the generation components becomes one that is
broadly accepted, but still leaves some to be desired on the individual level.

Figure 4: Application used to work with templates and translators
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Discussion

In the context of NLG systems, our system can be described as a combination of of the SDE (structured data entry), canned text, and slot-and-filler
approaches [3]. The translated values can be seen as canned text segments,
though they are not intended to be self-contained, i.e. they are intended to
be placed in the context of a template.
The user is presented with a form during data input, but the user-entered
data values should be seen as atomic values in the instance data, and not
as complete phrases inserted into a generated clinical document. As discussed in [2], strict SDE systems do not allow for stylistic variance due to
the rigid one-to-one mapping between entered data and phrases in the generated output. Our system decouples the user-entered instance data from
the output, and provides the clinicians with the ability to create their own
templates and translators, and thus to have full control over the appearance
of the generated document. In practice, however, the clinicians have not
worked much themselves with the text generation components, but instead
an ’expert user’ has been assigned to create a standard set of components
that all use. We do not think this being a mere consequence of the component creation procedure being too complicated, but more an indication of a
lack of time and resources for the clinicians to create their own personalized
generation components.
Another drawback of a strict SDE approach is the temporal decoupling

of data entry and report generation [2], not allowing the clinician the option to see how actions performed in the GUI affect generated output. In
the MedRecords feeder application in which the clinician enters the instance
data, we present the user with an option to preview (using a specified template and translator combination) how the generated document will look
during the input process. We also have ideas on providing direct generation
feedback alongside the input form.
Lack of support for certain linguistic phenomena such as aggregation,
anaphora, rhetorical relations and referential expressions, along with a very
basic implementation of ellipsis and enumerative phrases, leaves some to
be desired in the quality and fluency of the generated text. The opensourcing of the text generation framework, along with the sample extension
used in the MedView project, provides interested NLG researchers with the
opportunity to study and improve on text generation in a framework which
has been in practical use for several years.
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Conclusion

The text generation system used in MedView is deemed sufficient for daily
use, though there is ample room for improvement in the quality of the generated text. It is our hope that the open-source initiative will attract researchers and projects within the NLG domain, and that our system provides
an interesting platform on which to build more advanced text generation solutions.
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